
Explore the galaxy of stars so close you can almost touch it 

Accommodation  |  STAR SUITE 

The Star Suite is nestled, three kilometres away from the Main Lodge, against a giant boulder. Couples can stroll, hand-in-hand, to a natural rock pool not far from 

the Suite to enjoy a refreshing dip and toast the transition from daytime to evening; before returning to settle around a campfire in their personal boma. 

          

Important Info: 

 Kagga Kamma is a protected Nature Reserve with a range of protected species on site and while the Open Air Suites are located out in nature, our 

Nature Guides scope the area prior to guests' arrival to relocate any species in the vicinity. The critters found on the property are also very elusive and 

do not venture near where guests could be. 

 The Star Suite is only available during the warmer months (September- April) and always weather permitting. 

 Guests who stay at the Star Suite have to be booked in at the Lodge in a Cave or Hut Suite. Guests can opt to upgrade their stay by choosing the Star 

Suite at an additional cost. Reservations prior to arrival are advised to avoid disappointment. 

 One of our Nature Guides will transport you to the Open Air Suite at 17:00; transport later than this is not possible. 

 There is no cell phone reception or Wi-Fi at the Open Air Suites. 

 There is no electricity at the Open Air Suites. 

 Please place your food order from the Open Air Suite Menu before 14:00 at Reception. 

 Guests are advised to place their order for any beverages, snacks, ice or additional wood when planning their dinner choice. Orders cannot be fulfilled 

once the guests are at the Open Air Suite. 

 Take warm clothing – it can get very chilly at night. 

 Quads are strictly for driving to and from the Open Air Suites. 

 No night drives or any other use of the quads are allowed. 

 Please be advised that if you are booked in at the Sky or Star Suite – Sundowner Trips, Late Night Nature Drives or Stargazing Tours will not be possible. 

 No children allowed. 

 Cancellation policy applies. 

Features: 

 Outdoor Shower 

 Slipper Star Bath 

 Natural Rock Pool 

 Boma Braai Area 

 A View from the Top 


